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Cellmid gets green light for hair loss patent in U.S.

Price:

Cellmid (ASX:CDY) has been issued a notice of allowance for a patent entitled
"Method of Treatment or Prevention of Hair Loss or for Enhancement of Hair
Growth" by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

A$0.5

Market Cap:

A$28.46M

1 Year Share Price Graph

The midkine (MK) alopecia patent will expire in February 2031 and it adds to
the significant intellectual property rights related to the commercialisation of
hair loss technologies.
The company's other patents relate to the evolis® line of hair products which
prevent hair loss and increase hair growth.
Cellmid has two business segments, consumer health and its midkine (MK)
portfolio.
The consumer health segment currently sells hair growth products in Australia,
Japan and the U.S, which were developed using FGF5 related intellectual
property.
Cellmid aims to follow in the footsteps of FGF5 by commercialising its MK
portfolio.
Patent details
The MK alopecia patent complements other members already granted in the
patent family in Japan, Australia and the U.K. providing broad geographical
protection over the use of the MK protein for the treatment of a number of
conditions resulting in hair loss.
The alopecia patent also adds to the key patent families that ensure the
company's dominant intellectual property position over the treatment of
inflammatory, ischaemic and autoimmune diseases, cancer and bone disorders
by targeting or using MK.
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Cellmid's total patent portfolio currently comprises 75 patents and applications
in 16 patent families.
This includes patents covering the use of MK and anti-MK agents for
therapeutic purposes in a number of diseases such as cancer, inflammatory
conditions and autoimmune diseases.
December quarter sales growth
Cellmid recorded a 79% increase in December quarter hair loss product sales
compared with the prior December quarter and will enter 2017 with a healthy
$5.3 million in cash.
The company only recently launched its lead revenue driving évolis® hair loss
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products into the U.S. market.
Hair loss product sales reached $943,000 for the December quarter, up 79%
on the prior December quarter.
A comprehensive marketing strategy will be fully deployed in the U.S. in the
coming months to build e-commerce based sales.
Advertising activity in Australia is expected to increase substantially as the U.S.
e-commerce strategy is deployed.
While Cellmid continues to grow its hair loss product sales, it is also developing
its MK portfolio and looking to commercialise these assets through various
deals and partnerships.
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No investment advice
The information on this Site is of a general nature only. It does not take your specific needs or circumstances into consideration, so you should look at your
own financial position, objectives and requirements and seek financial advice before making any financial decisions. You acknowledge and understand that
neither the Company, its related bodies corporate, the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally about the nature, potential value or
suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter. You should read our FSG and any other relevant
disclosure documents and if necessary seek persona advice prior to making any investment decision.
You understand and agree that no Content (as defined below) published on the Site constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of
securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person.
You understand that in certain circumstances the Company, its related bodies corporate, the information providers or their affiliates may have received, or be
entitled to receive, financial or other consideration in connection with promoting, and providing information about, certain entities on the Site and in
communications otherwise provided to you.
You understand that price and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither
such data nor such calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be
complete or accurate. From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references
may be selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously
published information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
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